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I can describe and compare capacity and volume. 

Draw a line connecting the pictures with the correct capacity. 

Write a sentence to describe the bottles. The first one is done for you. 

The first bottle is emptier than the second bottle.                                            
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                              

full nearly empty half full nearly full empty
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I can describe and compare capacity and volume. 

Draw a line connecting the right word to the right capacity.  

Write a sentence to describe the bottles. The first one is done for you. 

The first bottle is emptier than the second bottle.                                            
                                                                                                                                                      

The first bottle is emptier than the second bottle.                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                      

full nearly empty half full nearly full empty
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The first bottle is fuller than the second bottle.                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                      

The first bottle is emptier than the second bottle.                                                                                                    
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I can describe and compare capacity and volume. 

Draw the liquid in the bottle to match the capacity word.

Draw a line connecting the pictures with the correct capacity.

full empty nearly empty half full

full nearly empty half full nearly full empty
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Tick the jug that is fuller.

Tick the bucket that is emptier.

Tick the container that is half full.
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I can describe and compare capacity and volume. 

Draw the liquid in the bottle to match the capacity word.

Draw a line connecting the pictures with the correct capacity.

full empty nearly empty half full

full nearly empty half full nearly full empty
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Tick the jug that is fuller.

Tick the bucket that is emptier.

Tick the container that is half full.


